D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL
VELACHERY, CHENNAI-42

REPORT OF X - E CLASS ASSEMBLY- 2022-23
CLASS TEACHER: Ms. Nalini. B
DATE: 20.07.2022

TIMING: 8.30 a.m. - 9.00 a.m.

Topic: How School prepares students to face challenges in the competitive world - 5 ways"
"Challenges are what make life interesting. Overcoming them is what making life meaningful"Joshua J. Marine

The above message was depicted in the Class Assembly of X E which was held on 20th July,
2022, between 8.30 a.m. and 9.00 a.m. on the topic was "How School prepares students to
face challenges in the competitive world - 5 ways"

The Masters of Ceremony Varshini and Harish anchored the show and mesmerized the
audience with their linguistic skills.
All the students swung into high gear as the dawn of the day approached. The pleasant day
began with the DAV Gaan followed by the soulful recitation of Gayatri Mantra, seeking the
blessings of the almighty by Lakshanya, Kiruthica and Badrinath Balaji.
Srijith accompanied by Vidyalakshmi welcomed the audience in a unique way. This was
followed by the National Pledge which was delivered by Vijayaharini.
The meaningful Thirukural quoted by Bhargavi, revolved around the idea to overcome the
challenges in life ignited the hearts of the spectators.
The passionate students of X-E performed an exemplary Puppet show depicting how our
School helped our alumni to overcome the Pandemic challenges to become Entrepreneur,
Sports person, Professor, CEO and Actor.
Then the Yogis and Yoginis celebrated the Spiritual zone by performing awesome asanas and
formations which brought out the harmony between mind, body and soul. This was followed
by the storm troopers who played various sports on stage which highlighted the importance of
health to overcome the Fitness challenges throughout life.
With the enthralling vocals, the students expressed how School helps them to face the
Intellectual challenges in the competitive world through music. Their angelic voices were
followed by thrashing rappers who gave the audience a Wow moment!
Being a socially responsible citizen one could make a drastic change in the society with the
vision of a destined dream. The iconic intellects put up a role play to showcase the Societal
challenges in which they threw light on the SEWA Project and brought out the service of the
School to the needy by donating provisions and clothes, conducting blood donation camps
and so on.
In the Mime cum dance show, the mimers and dancers performed gracefully with the pious
and effortless moves. They depicted out the ways to overcome the Emotional challenges
which was a treat to our eyes.
The words of gratitude was expressed by Vandana and Vinesh Rajkumar. To conclude, our
class assembly will be cherished by everyone forever as it created a strong bond between the
students and the teachers.

Pandemic Challenge – The Puppetry Portrayal

Social Challenge – Role Play on Community
Service

Intellectual Challenge – The Musical Splendour

Fitness Challenge – Flexi Postures of Yoga
Practitioners

Emotional Challenge – The Rhythmic Groovers

The Sensational Spectators witnessing the show

